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Constrictions or ocdustons of human ducts and
espectaily of the vascular system, for example
through artherosderotic plaques and through throm-

botic material can be treated percutaneously by pros-

thesis systems. A standard method for this is angio- s
plasty by balloon catheter (balloon dDatation). In

many cases, however, balloon angioplasty is not suc-

cessful (e.g. in the case of vasoconstrictions located

in a vascular curvature, of calcified or eccentric con-
strictions}. 10

The main object of the invention is to provide a
prosthesis device renioval>ly or temporary "implant*

able" in a body and comprising a self expandable
mesh for maintaining substantially the patency of a
bodily duct section, and especially of a vessel. i$

The expandable mesh of said device is presently

adapted for having an expanded state where it holds

open the corresponding duct section and/or is in pos-

ition for removing or dismantling materials ocduding
a vessel (viz. atheromes in an artery), especially in 20

those cases where balloon angioplasty is unsatisto-

tory or has involved a damage to a vessel (or any
other duct).

With thisaim in view, the removable device ofthe
invention advantageoulsy comprises : 25

- a self radially expandable mesh or netting hav-

ing axial distal and proximal ends and comprising

a plurality of interwoven resilient wires for main-

taining the patency of a ductsectbn,

-anouteraxiallyelongaledflexiblecatheterwith- 10

in which said mesh can be retracted for insertion

or removal thereofthrough said duct, in a position

where the axial distance between said proximal

and distal ends of said mesh is increased to pass
it within said catheter towards or apart from said 35

duct section, said outer catheter having a distal

portion siidable in said duct section and a proxi-

mal portion extending externally from the patient

body, and

- an Internal axially elongated flexible.operating 40

member slidably extending within said outer

catheter, said operating member having a distal

end near which is connected one of said ends of

the mesh for connecting said expandable mesh
to the exterior of the patient body and controlling 45

the movements thereof.

An object of the device of the invention is to hold

open a vessel and especlaOy an artery, having Inner
wail detachments liable to ocdude said artery..

In such a case, the °tube-shaped° self expand- so

able mesh of the invention will have in its expanded
state a radial strength which is sufficient to press the

detachments against the artery wall, thereby forming
a sort of (removable) stent

According to other object of the invention, the 55

claimed device must be able to remove ocduding ma-
terials from a duct (blood vessel, ureter....).

In such a case, the above mentioned tube-

shaped self expandable mesh of the invention will be

pushed more or less out of the outer catheter for ex-

panding itself at least partially and coming into con-

tact with said materials to be removed.

Further in both cases, the internal operating

member, to which the mesh is connected as men-

tioned above, wiD advantageously have a relative rig-

idity for moving said mesh into the outer catheter

and/or into the duet

Furthermore, and espedalty if the device is used

for removing said ocduding materials, the wres of

said mesh will preferably have a flat profile with a

large side arranged tangentlally to the perimeter of

the mesh, and the internal operating member will ad-

vantageously be toiquable for axially turning said

mesh (at least partially emerging from the outer cath-

eter) within the corresponding duct section.

Accordingly, the expanded wiremesh will then be
rotated, in connection with its operating member
which, with its distal portion, will be projected out of

the static outercatheter ;whereby itwiO bemade pos-

sible to remove layerwise ocdudng material located

for example at the vascular walls, by an abrasive

and/or cutting effect until the original vessel diameter

is restored. Since an intravasally expandable system
is concerned, the diameter of the "recanalized" ves-

sel portion may be several.times that of the insertion

diameter of the tube-shaped mesh in its contracted

state.

Anyway, said internal operating member will pre-

ferably have the form ofa catheter or ofa flexible wire

(e.g. made of biocompatible steel).

if it is a catheter, it will be possible to inject fluid

drugs therethrough, up to the mesh, orto providethe

devicewith an inflatable balloon (such as a balloon for

angioplasty) disposed within said mesh. If the mesh
is to be reinforced, the internal balloon will be inflated

by a fluid drculating through said internal catheter

(e.g. saline with contrast medium).

By unfolding the balloon, the radial pressure of

the wire netting onto the duct will be increased. Unlike

a simple balloon angioplasty, this arrangement will al-

low notably a more effident treatment of short dis-

tance vasoconstrictions, because a notch of the conv
bination of an expanded balloon and an outside posi-

tioned wire mesh in the area ofthe constriction during

the expansion of the latter wfll be pronounced less

than when using only a "simple** balloon.

According to anotherfeature ofthe invention, the

tut)e-shaped expandable mesh may comprise Individ-

ual spring elastic steel wires, extending in a spiral

shaped manner, a first part of which is arranged
dockwise and a second part (of equal number) is ar-

ranged counterdockwise. all these wires being inter-

woven according, for example, to the warp and weft

thread prindple. Such an arrangement should allow

an optimal adaptation of the wire netting espedally to

the existing vascular anatomy, also in the region of
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narrow vascular curvatures.

Accordif^ to an atddttionnal feature, the wire net-

ting may be partially coated with a thin plastic fOm.

e.g. in the region of the tapering portions, proxiinally

and distally. This enhances the storage of possible 5
peeled off particles In the interior of the basket and
simultaneousiy maUBS the washmg awayof<fissolved
ocduding material in the blood stream more difficult

when a vascular intervention is realised.

Hereafter, the invention is more fully described io

with reference to the enclosed drawings which repre*

sent examples of emt>odiment5 of the device accord-

ing to the present invention without being in anyway
limitative.

- figure 1 shows along a partial longrtudtnal sec- is

tton the removable device in its state for inser-

tion,

* figure 2 shows the same view of the device in

the working position of the mesh,
- figure 3 ts a section of the mesh along the tine 20

IIMII of figure Z
- figures 4 and 5 show two different possible em-
bodiments of the wires of the above-mentioned

mesh,

- figure 6 shows a side view of an otherembodi- 25

ment of the device (the outer catheter has mt
been iHustrated for sake of clarity).

- figure 7 shows a third embodonent of the device

of the invention (without outer catheter).

- figures 8. 9 and 10 illustrate three successive jo

steps for introducing the device illustrated in fig-

ures 1 to 3, so as to press detached flaps partiaay

ocduding a vessel,

- figure 11 shows the same device in position into

the artery for removing foreign materials there- 35

firom,

- figure 12and 13showan embodiment of the in-

vention for removing materials adhering to the

wall of a vessel and fStering the. blood down-
stream, and 40

- figure 14 shows with an enlarged view, the

proximal portion ofthe outer catheterand the op-

erating member of the mesh, said proximal por-

tion being provided with axial controlling means
for guiding in axial translation one in relation to 4S

the other said two elements without rotation

therebetween. .

.

For sake of darity, the following description only

refers to the application of the device ofthe invention

for repairing blood vessels, eventhough said de- 50

vice could be used in other physiological channels

(ureter, branchL).

As Illustrated In figures 1 to 3, said "Vascular re-

pairing device" comprises an outerflexibie catheter 1

and an inner flexible catheter 2 which is equipped in 55

its distal portion 2a with a self-radially expandable

tube*shaped metallic wire netting ormesh 6, forming

a basket the two tube ends of which are connected

(e.g welded or ciimped) to proximal and distal bush-

ings orsleeves da. 8b. The proximal bushing 8a is fur-

ther connected (for example crimped) around the in-

ner catheter 2, whHe the distal bushing 8b is free to

move;. The wiremesh 6 consists ofseveral elastic and

etot^ted wire members 7 possa)ly in the form of

"struts", which are interwoven with each other as

shown in figures 4 and S. In its state for insertbn (fig-

ures 1 and 8), the wire netting 6 is maximally axtally

stretched and radially compressed along its entire

length and dosely engaged with the inner catheter 2
inskie the ot^r catheter 1 ofa larger sectioh.

Afterwithdrawal of the outer catheter 1 from the

connecting distal portion 2a of the inner catheter Z
the hollowwire netting 6 is released from its distal end
6a (figure 9) and it can radially expand under simul-

taneous axial contractk>n or shortening because of its

self-elasttdty (figures Z 10 and 11). When expanding

freely, the wire netting 6 takes appraxniately the

shape of an elCpsoid, i.e. the largest diameter thereof

is located in the midway between the two bushings

8a. 8b.

The tube-shaped expandable mesh 6 will prefer-

ably comprise spiral-shaped spring steel wires 7 sev-

eral of which could be arranged dodcwise and an
equal number arranged counterdockwise and inter-

woven therewith, acconjing for example to the warp
and weft thread prindple.

Especially if the mesh 6 is used as a removable

vascular wall Ireinforoer' or "stent", metallic wires

having a rounded sectk)n could be used, as illustrated

in figure 4. But ifthe device Is to be used as a remov-
able "^cratcher" or cutter for removing materials par-

tially ocduding an artery (figure 11), the elastic steel

wires 7 w3l then preferably have a flat profile, the

longitudinal outerface 7a ofthe wire cross section be-

ing arranged (substantiaHy> tangentiaily to the peri-

meter of the tube formed by the totality of the wires,

and the short (transversaQ side faces being arranged

radiaOy with respect thereto. In addition, since the in-

ternal scraping of the artery wOl probably be effected

by translation and rotation of the mesh about the axis

of said vessel, the shorter skle face 7b located in the
dbecttoh of rotation wOl preferably be longitudinally

sharpened (sharp 9, figure 5).

For protection, the wires 7 could be at least par-

tially covered with a thin plastic film. e.g. in the region

of their tapering portions, proximafly and distally.

As it win appearfrom the below description relat-

ing to Iraw to use the device ofthe invent^on^ the in-

ner catheter 2 win in pradice be used for operating

(pushing, pulling and/or bjrning) the mesh 6 at a dis-

tance and especially from the outsUie of the patient

body.

Accordingly, said catheter 2 can be designed as
an elongated operating member extending substan-

tially axiany along the axis la of the outer catheter 1

or, at least partially, along the axis of the duct portion

3
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to be repaired.

Possibly, said operating member 2 could be in

ttie form of an elongated flexible plastic rod or of a
wire of a diameter of a few millimeters, as illustrated

on f^ure 6. 5
In figure 6, the operating member 2 comprises a

first proximal long portion 2^ and a second distal flop-

py tip short portion 22 separated from each other by
the mesh 6. As above, the mesh wires 7 are secured
to said respective portions 2, and 2^ by the two io

sieves 8a and 8b to which the respective dis^ and
proximal ends of said portions are fixed (for example
glued). The floppy tip portion Zz can be used for guid-
ing the mesh within the duct to be repaired.

in figure 6, the operating member 2 is a sunple is
hollow flexible catheterwhich is equipped at fts distal

end 2a wtth an Inflatable balloon 11 located in the in-

tenor of the mesh 6 and completely surrounded by
said mesh. When in its inflated state, the balloon
tightly engages the wire mesh from the inside, as D- 20
lustrated in phantom lines. In one embodiment the
balloon could be independentfrom the catheter2 and
connected to a smaller flexible tube 13adapted for in-

flating the balloon and sliding therewith inside cath-
eter 2, upwardly to reach the interiorofthe mesh 6 for 25
strengthening the wires in their expanded state (fig-

ure 7).

With reference to figures 8, 9. 10 and 11, we are
now going to explain how to use the duct repairing de-
vice of the invention. 30

Figure 8 to 10 show the introduction of the mesh
6 fadng the direction 16 of the blood stream flowing
into a vessel 15. for repairing a damaged zone 15a
thereof presenting here wail detachments 17 liable to

ocdude the vessel. 35
For introducing said temporary reinforcing de-

vice, a percutaneous access route can be used
(method ofSELDINGER).A thin metalGc axial guiding
w'ffB 19 is first introduced into the vessel. The pro-
gress ofthe wire and ofall the device can be controled 40
by radiography.

Figure 8 shows the mesh 6 radially contracted in

the outer introducing catheter 1 and connected to its

operating member 2 which is a (hollow) catheter in

this case. First the outer catheter is introduced into 4S
the vessel with mesh 6 and catheter2 therethrough,
both catheters 1 , 2 extending from the outside of the
patient body; up to the damaged vessel zone 15a.

Then, as Olustrated in figures 8 and 9, the oper-
ator 21 which handles (from outside the patient body 50

22) the proximal end of both catheters 1 and 2. push-
es the inner operating catheter 2 (arrow 23) and/or
pulls outer catheter 1. Accordingly, mesh 6 is pushed
outofthe distal end lb ofthe outer catheter 1 and nat-
urally expands radiallyfrom its distal end 6a (figure 9). ss
It comes to rest againstthe vessel vrall, thus pressing
the innerwall detached flaps 17 back againstthe ves-
sel.

- Figure 10 showsthe operating member2 and the
mesh compl^ly expanded along saidzone 1 5a« form-
ing there a sort of stent thereby largely (re)opening

the vessel If the vessel has a diameter of about 6 to

8 mm, the mesh 6 wQI then have substantially the

same expanded section (its contracted section being

for examfrie of about 1,5 mm to 3 mm).

Mesh and its operathig member (still connecting
it to the outside (tfthe patient body) can be left in this

position for as long as one or more hours, since the

blood can freely circulate through the mesh openings
which, at that time, are largely opened.

When it is deemed that sufficient time has
elapsed tbrthe flaps to adhere again to the wall, the
outercatheiarts pushed agaki along to catheter 2, up
to mesh 6. Catheter 2 is then pulled by the operator
fa- (re)inlroducing the mesh in the distal end of cath-
eter 1. Mesh 6 (in its radially contracted state) is then
pulled away, together with both catheters and the
guiding piano-wire 19.

Figure 11 shows the angioplastymesh and its op-
erating member2 introduced in an artery 27 to collect

or trap and remove materials from said artery, such
as atherosclerotic particles 29 deposited against the
inner wall 31 ofsaid artery and partiallyocduding the
bloodstream.

The method of introduction of the device may be
the same as at)ove. For removing said particles 29,
the operating member 2 is moved by the operator
(fromoutside the patient body) to advantageously op-
erate the mesh 6 in translation and in rotation about
the axis 33 of the vessel (arrow 35, figure 11). If par-
tides 29 are hard and/orstronglyadhere to the vessel
wall, the sharpened edge 9 of the wires (figure 5) wfll

help to collect them.

Of course, when the particles are collected, the
mesh 6 is removed (notably as at>ove described).

Advantageoulsy removal of the angioplasty device
from the artery will then remove the atherosclerotic

particles from the patient

Especially if materials 29 adhering to the vessel
wall are too thick (for example 4 to 4.5 mm for an in-

ferior member artery of a diameter of about 6 to 7
mm), the removing thereof will advantageoulsy be re-

alised with several cuts or passages (until obtaining
a passage of about 4 to 5 mm, at least) and a blood
filter will be introduced in the vessel downstream the
cutting device, as fflustrated In figures 12 and 13.

In figure 1Z the mesh 6 is shown partiallyemerg-
ing from the distal end of the outer catheter 1. In this

position, the mesh is partially radially expanded for

coming in contact with bodies 29. Mesh 6. together
with catheter 1. 2. are then moved back and fbrth

along axis 33 of the vessel, the device being guided
by the axial guiding wire 19.

Espedaliy, if the stricture of the vessel is located
in a main artery, the sweeping of the cutted bodies
29 with the blood stream (arrow 37) could very dan-
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gerous for the patient

Accordingly a blood fSter wiU be advantageously

used.

Rgure 12 shows such a filter comprising a radi-

ally self-expandable mesh 39 of the same type than 5

mesh 6, connected to an elongated flexible member
41 (forexample a wire ) extending axiafly all along the

inneroperating catheter2 which, in the present case,

is a catheter. Member 41 wfll advantagemjsly emerge
at its proximal end from catheter2, outside the patient io

body to allow mesh-filter39 to be operated therefrom.

As shown in figure 12, mesh filter 39 (in Its radi-

ally contracted state) and its operating member41 will

have a section less than the inner diameter of cath-

eter2 and sleeves 8a, 8b, to freely pass therethrough, is

the distal portion 2a of catheter 2 possibly extending

up to the vicinity of distal sleeve 8b for guiding the

mesh-filter.

Whereas mesh 6 is ready to be operated for cut-

ting bodies29.theopefatingthread41 ispusheduntil 20

the mesh-filter39 emerges out ofmesh 6 an expands
in the vessel.

Of course, filter 39 will be positionned down-
sfream mesh 6 (see arrow 37 showing the direction

of the Uood stream), for retaining fragments 29* of 25

materials removed by mesh 6 from the vessel wall.

When the device is to be removed, filter39 is first

pulled back and retracted into catheterZ Then, mesh
6 is also retracted into outer catheter 1 which can he
pulled bade out of the vessel and the patient body. 30

Of course, the mesh-fater 39 could be replaced

by any other known fflter of the temporary type.

Rgure 14 shows a possible embodiment of the
proximal portion of catheter 1 and operating member
2 for precisely moving operating member 2 with re- 35

spect to catheter 1.

Advantageously said two elements 1, 2 wil be
guided in a r^ative translation motion along the conrv

mon axis 1a thereof, without rotation therebetween,
in providuig the advice of axial controlling means, ref- 40

erenced 43 in figure 14 and cooperating with outer

catheter and said inner operating member, for control-

ling from the proximal end thereof (viz. from outside

said patient body) the relative motion of said ele-

ments. 45

As illustrated, the confroHing rneans 43 could

comprise a knurl or screw 45 having an internal

thread 47 cooperating with a local external thread 49
of the inner operating member 2. Externally, the

screw or knurl 45 has an inner radial groove 51 within 50

which is freely engaged an enlarged pbrttoh 53 or a
sleeve 55 fixed around the outer catheter 1. The
screw 45 is disposed in a hollow front portion 57 of a
handle 59 internally axiafly fixed around the operating

member 2, behind sakJ knurl 45. The hollow portion 55

57 of the handle has a flat part 61 forming a large ax-
ial groove therethrough forthe acess to knurl 45. Said
portion 57 of the handle is further provkied with a

second axial groove 63, narrower than the first one

and reoehmig therethrough a pin 65 fixed to said

sleeve 55 for preventing the outer catheter to rotate

(around axis la) with respect to operating rhember 2,

and vice-versa.

When the axial position of said two pksces has to

be modified (for more or less "opening* the expand-

able mesh 6 or retracting it in the outer catheter), the

operator handles the rear portion of element 59 and
turns, with his thumb, screw 45 which moves along

operating member 2 |n driving the sleeve 55 along

axis la, thereby axially moving outer catheter 1 . The
rotation between pieces 1 and 2 is prevented by pin

65 which slides Into groove 63.

Claims

1. Device for maintaining substantially the patency
of a bodfly duct section (15) of a patient, there-

from said device is removable, comprising :

- an outer axially elongated catheter (1) within
which a radtaUy self-expandable mesh (6) can
be retracted, said outer catheter having a dis-

tal portnn (16) slidable in said duct section

and a proximal portion extendable externally

from said patient body (22),

- saki self-expandable mesh (6). comprising a
plurality of intervroven resiient wires (7) and
emerging at least partially out of said outer

catheter (1) in an expanded condition there-

of , and
- an internal axially elongated operatingmem-
ber (2) having a distal portion (2a) to whidi is

connected said mesh (6), saki internal operat-^

ing member extending within said outer cath-

eter (1) for connecting saidmesh to the exter-

k)r of said body and controlling thersfrom'^the

movements of said mesh.

2. Device according to daim 1 characterized in that

said wires of the self-expandable mesh (6) have
a flated profile with a large side arranged tangen-
tially to the perimeter of said ihesh.

3. Device according to daim 1 or 2 characterized in

that saki wires of the self-expandable mesh (6)

comprise interwoven dockwise and counter-

docfcwise sfrands (7).

4. Device according to anyone of daims 1 to 3 char-

acterized in that said internal operating member
(2) is a catheter.

5. Device according to anyone of daims 1 to 3 saki

internal operating member (2) is a nexible rod.

6. Device according to anyone of daims 1 to 5 char-
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acterized in that said internal operating memlier

(2) comprises a first iong portion (21) and a sec-

ond floppy short portion (22) separated from
each other and having proximal and distal ends,

said distal and proximal ends of the mesh (6) t>e- s

tng secured to the proximal end of said second
floppy short portion and to the distal end of said

first long portion of the operating member, re-

spectively.

10

7. Device according to claim 6 further comprising

and inflatable balloon (11) to be located within

said mesh (6).

8. Device according to anyone ofdaims ltd 7 char- is

acterized in that itfurthercomprises axial control-

ling means (43) cooperating with said outer cath-

eter (1) and said operating member (2) at said

proximal portion thereof, for guiding them one in

relation to the other in an axial relative translato- 20

ry motion, without rotation therebetween about
said translation axis thereof.

outer catheter in an expanded condition

thereof.

- an internal axially elongated operating cath-

eter (2) having a distal portion to which is con-

nected said mesh, said internal operating

catheter extending wfthin said outer catheter

for connecting said mesh to the exterior of

said bodyand oontrolltng therefrom the move-
ments of said mesh,

- a radially expandable blood filter (39) slid-

abie in a radially compressed condition m said

internal operating catheter (2) and through

said mesh, for being positioned within said

Uood vessel (15), downstnsam said self-

expandable mash, for flftering the blood, and
-an internal elongated operating member
(41) having a distal portion to which is con-

nected said blood filter, said internal operat-

ing member freely extending within said inter-

nal operating catheter (2) for connecting said

blood fater to the exterior of said body and
controDing it therefrom.

9. Device according to dalm 8 characterized in that

said axial controlling means (43) comprise : 25

- an handle (59) fixed to said inner operating

member (2), and provided with a hollow por-

tion (57) extending axiallyalong the distal end
of said outer catheter (1).

- a knurl (45) comprising an internal thread 30

(47) cooperating with an external thread (49)

ofsaid inner operating member, said knurl be-

ing disposed in a hollow portion (57) of said

handle which is provkled whith a flat part (61)

through which protudes said knurl, 35

- a sleeve (55) fbced to said inner operating

member and being axially guided by said

knurl,

- a pin (65) fixed to said sleeve and extending

externally therefrom through an axial groove 40

(63) provided in saki hoUow portion (57) of

said handle to prevent said inner operating

rhember(^ to rotate with respect to said outer

catheter (1).

11. Use of the device of anyone of daims 1 to 9 as a
stent for holding open said bodily duct section

(15), wherein said self-expendable mesh (6)

holds open said duct section in the expanded
condrtnn thereof.

12. Use of the device of anyone of daims 1 to 10 as
an atherectomy device, wherein said bodOy duct
section is a blood vessel (1 5) within which are lo-

cated materials (29) to be removed therefrom.

.13. Use according to daim 12 characterized in that

said wires of the self-expandable mesh (6) have
a flated section and are longitudinally sharpened
for cutting saki foreign materials (29) which ad-
here to said ductsection (1 5) in an expanded con-
dition of said mesh.

1 4. Device according to daim 1 2 orl 3 characterized

in that said internal operating member (2) is tor-

quable for axiafly turning said,mesh (6) within

said vessel.45

10. Device for maintaining substantially the patency
of a blood vessel (15) ofa patient body therefrom

sakl device is removable, characterized in that it

comprises:

• an outer axially elongated catheter (1) within so

which a hollow radially self-expandable mesh
(6) can be retracted, said outer catheter (1)

having a distal portion slidable in said blood

vessel arid a proximal portion extendable ex-

ternally from the patient body, 55

- said hollow self-expandable mesh (6), com-
prising a phirality of interwoven resflient wires

(7) and emerging at least partiaQy out of said

6
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